




Todus story
Todus brand builds upon a 29-year tradition of quali-
ty craftsmanship. We create elegant and comfortable 
pieces of furniture that enliven every outdoor space. 
Our mission is to bring our customers sophisticated 
products that live up to their expectations on every 
occasion. Be those everyday moments spent in the 
circle of family and friends or special occasions made 
to last in their memories. 
We manufacture all our products with care in Opava, 
Czech Republic.

Our designers  

Jiří Španihel established his design studio in 
1991 and since then developed a close coope-
ration with a wide variety of leading companies 
both in the Czech Republic and abroad. He re-
ceived a number of prestigious awards for his 
work.

Alexander Gufler founded his design studio 
in 2010 in the heart of Vienna, from where he 
collaborates with national and international 
clients. His work has been exhibited in various 
countries and honoured with international de-
sign awards.

Studio Segers is a creative family corporation 
founded in 1989 in Maaseik, Belgium. Wim and 
Bob, the representatives of two generations of 
product designers form a powerful symbiosis 
of experience and young creative talent. Their 
work symbolizes a no-nonsense approach whe-
re only sensible and down-to-earth concepts 
find their realization.
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Baza  

Studio Segers designed a modular system that 
makes possible endless combinations but with 
a parts list so short that it is extremely easy and 
fun to create your own outdoor settings. 
The Baza modular sofa is characterized by a 
combination of powder coated stainless steel 
frame and very comfortable, soft upholstered 
cushions.  
The sofa consists of two rectangular elements 
and a square pouf that allows for numerous 
options. Together with three backrests it is 
possible to create a sofa which can easily be 
adapted to suit any situation and optimize any 
space in which it is placed.

by Studio Segers



Baza sofa (anthracite 145, Crevin Vita grey 435, deco cushions in Kvadrat bronze 730, sand 725, rose 712).



Baza sofa (anthracite 145, Crevin Vita grey 435), deco cushions ( Kvadrat bronze 730, sand 725, Crevin Vita orange 424). Starling club armchair (rust brown 130, Crevin Vita light orange 423), Starling coffee tables (anthracite 145, ceramic top in pearl 212).
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Baza sofa (anthracite 145, Crevin Vita brown grey 427), deco cushions ( Kvadrat bronze 730, rose 712, Crevin Vita light orange 423). Starling coffee tables (anthracite 145, wooden top), Luci lamp.



Baza modular sofa 

powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w164 d84 h80 cm

powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w244 d84 h80 cm

powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w80 d80 h44 cm

Baza sofa (anthracite 145, Crevin Vita anthracite 445, deco cushions in Kvadrat deep blue 779).



Baza sofa (silk grey 104, Crevin Vita grey 435, deco cushions in Kvadrat bronze 730, rose 712, Crevin Vita light orange 423). Starling coffee tables (silk grey 104, ceramic top in pearl stone 213).



Baza sofa (anthracite 145, Crevin Vita grey 435), deco cushions ( Kvadrat  deep blue 779, light blue 777, sand 725, taupe 717). Starling coffee tables (anthracite 145, ceramic top in pearl stone 213).
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Starling coffee tables 
powder coated stainless steel/mesh, ceramic, HPL or wood
Ø50 h47, Ø64 h35, Ø79 h23 cm
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Baza lounge chair
powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w122 d112 h73 cm
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Baza daybed
powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w170 d164 h73 cm
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Duct  

When chairs are set at a table they are mostly 
viewed from the back that is why Studio Segers fo-
cused on the back of the chairs when creating this 
collection. The Duct armchairs are characteristic 
for smooth transitions between legs, armrests and 
back support. The name of the collection derives 
from architecture  in that it refers to viaducts which 
have a similar structure to the Duct chairs.
The arm and back support of the Duct armchair is 
made of a smoothly curved casted piece of alumini-
um combined with a seating part from fabric straps. 
On the other hand the Round Duct armchair is made 
of powder coated stainless steel in combination 
with a comfortable seating cushion. 

by Studio Segers



Round Duct armchairs (anthracite 145, Crevin Vita grey 435), Starling table (anthracite 145, ceramic top in pearl stone 213).
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Round Duct armchair 
powder coated stainless steel/fabric
w62 d56 h75 cm
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Duct armchair 
powder coated aluminium/straps
w62 d56 h75 cm

Duct table 
powder coated aluminium/ceramic or HPL 
w160/220/300 d100 h76 cm
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Duct armchairs (anthracite 145, cushions in Kvadrat taupe 717), Duct table (anthracite, ceramic top in anthracite stone 217).
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Condor  

Condor armchairs have a strong graphic look but 
at the same time offer a very comfortable seating. 
Thanks to the transparency of the stainless steel 
mesh, the tubes of the chair almost resemble a 
graphic line drawn in the air. The closed back and 
arm shell really embrace you when seated and 
evoke a feeling of security and cosiness.

by Studio Segers



Condor armchairs (silk grey 104, cushions in Kvadrat sand 725), Starling table (silk grey 104, ceramic top in pearl 212).
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Condor armchair  
powder coated stainless steel
w54 d54 h75 cm

Condor table  
powder coated stainless steel/ceramic or HPL
w90/160/180 d90/100 h75 cm

Condor bistro table  
powder coated stainless steel/ceramic or HPL
w70 d70 h74 cm
Ø70 h74 cm



Condor low armchair with footrest (silk grey 104, cushions in Kvadrat sand 725, rose 712).
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Condor low armchair  
powder coated stainless steel
w65 d67 h67 cm

Condor footrest  
powder coated stainless steel
w56 d47 h38 cm
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Starling  

Studio Segers designed a collection that is suitable 
for every occassion and represents harmony of 
aesthetic and comfort. Products from this collection 
are characteristic by precise monolithic lines from 
bent powder coated stainless steel. All welding as 
well as smooth connections of mesh to the frame 
are ingeniously hidden so that they are almost 
imperceptible. The subtle frame of all the seating 
items provides for a sense of lightness. 

by Studio Segers



62 63 Starling low armchair (salmon beige 112).
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Starling low chair 
powder coated stainless steel
w67 d69 h69 cm

Starling low armchair 
powder coated stainless steel
w67 d69 h69 cm

Starling low chair and armchair (blue 175).



Starling reclining loungers (anthracite 145, cushions in Crevin Vita anthracite 445).
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Starling reclining lounger 
powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w203 d77 h34 cm
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Starling sofa armchair (rust brown 130, Crevin Vita light orange 423).
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Starling sofa | club chair
powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w94 d83 h73 cm    

Starling sofa | ottoman
powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w78 d68 h44 cm    

Starling sofa | two-seater 
powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w154 d83 h73 cm    

Starling sofa | three-seater 
powder coated stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w224 d83 h73 cm    



Starling sofa (anthracite 145, Crevin Vita brown grey 427, deco cushions in Crevin Vita brown grey 427, anthracite 445, dark blue 479). Starling coffee tables (anthracite 145, ceramic table top in grey stone 215).
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Starling armchair 
powder coated stainless steel
w60 d60 h78 cm

Starling chair 
powder coated stainless steel
w57 d60 h78 cm

Starling table  
powder coated stainless steel/ceramic or HPL
w90 d90 h74 cm
w100/220/300 d100 h74 cm



Starling armchairs (anthracite 145, cushions in Crevin Vita anthracite 445), Starling table (anthracite 145, ceramic table top in black 216).
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Starling lounger 
powder coated stainless steel/fabric
w165 d80 h83 cm
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Starling bar stool
powder coated stainless steel
w55 d51 h110 cm

Starling bar table
powder coated stainless steel/ceramic or HPL
w90 d90 h110 cm
w180 d70 h110 cm
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Starling bar armchair
powder coated stainless steel
w57 d51 h110 cm

Starling bar set (anthracite 145, ceramic top in anthracite stone 217).
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Luci lamps 
powder coated stainless steel/mesh
Ø22/27/32 h33/41/49 cm

powder coated stainless steel/glass
Ø17/22 h25/33 cm
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Puro   

To round off our in-house Puro collection 
we teamed up with Alexander Gufler, who 
designed a sleek, comfortable armchair 
that perfectly complements our popular 
Puro tables. Tables from this collection are 
favoured for their discreet elegance and 
simplicity. They are available in extendable 
version and made-to-measure sizes.

by Alexander Gufler, Todus



Puro armchairs (white 110, white Batyline 510), Puro table (white 110, ceramic top in white 210).
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Puro armchair
powder coated or brushed stainless steel/Batyline
w56 d54 h87 cm

Puro table  
powder coated or brushed stainless steel/ceramic or HPL
w90/160/180 d90 h74 cm
w70/100/160/180/200/220/260/280/300 d100 h74 cm
w160-230 d90 h74 cm (extendable)
w160-240 d100 h74 cm (extendable)
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Lotos  

When designing the Lotos modular system, 
Jiří Španihel focused primarily on the seating 
ergonomics of the product. The result is an 
outdoor sofa characteristic for its deep sea-
ting part that offers outstanding space and 
comfort.
The Lotos modular sofa consists of square 
units complemented by back and armrest 
modules. It can be easily assembled to create 
a seating that will fit perfectly in any outdoor 
space. 

by Jiří Španihel



Puro coffee table (brushed stainless steel, ceramic top in black 216). Lotos sofa (brushed stainless steel, Crevit Vita 435, deco cushions in Crevin Vita anthracite 425, Kvadrat sand 725, taupe 717).
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Lotos sofa | corner unit 
powder coated or brushed stainless steel/Dryfeel foam/fabric
w100 d100 h65 cm
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Leuven  

The Leuven collection is unfussy and 
practical with a stylish, architectural 
silhouette. It consists of a complex and 
variable set of items that can be placed 
in different environments.
It is designed for sharing and bringing 
family, friends and colleagues together 
around one table.

by Todus



Leuven lounger (anthracite 145, cushions in Crevin Vita white 410).

Leuven reclining lounger 
aluminium, powder coated or brushed stainless steel/Batyline
w200 d65 h32 cm
w200 d76 h32 cm (stackable)



Leuven loungers (white 110, Batyline white 510) and bar set (white 110, HPL top in white 310).
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Leuven table  
powder coated aluminium/HPL
w200/280 d100 h74 cm

Leuven bench 
powder coated aluminium/HPL
w200/280 d40 h45 cm
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Materials 
We carefully select all materials we use to ensure 
that our products are not only visually pleasing but 
also comfortable and functional in order to be used 
all year round and in all weather conditions. 
We also put great emphasis on detail and precision 
during the manufacturing process so that the end 
products meet the highest criteria of our customers.
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Verdi planters (powder coated stainless steel Ø50 h45, Ø70 h65 cm) in rust brown 130 and salmon beige 112.
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BROWN GREY
427

ANTHRACITE
445

WHITE
410

DARK BLUE
479

GREEN
480

GREY
435

LIGHT ORANGE
423

BLACK
450

LIGHT BLUE
477

BLUE
478

LIGHT GREEN
481

ORANGE
424

Powder coated aluminium/stainless steel for frames

ANTHRACITE
845

GREY
835

WHITE
810

BROWN GREY
827
BROWN GREY GREYWHITE ANTHRACITE

100% polyester is used for powder coating.

Fabrics for sofas and cushions
Crevin Vita (Category A) is a unique upholstery fabric for joint indoor outdoor use. It has a 
homely and natural appearance and can be easily cleaned by domestic machine-wash. It is 
finished with stain repellence.

Fabrics for deco cushions
Crevin Bora Bora(Category B) is a heavy weight and robust fabric that strongly resem-
bles sisal and raffia rugs. It feels like a hand-woven fabric with a crafted, artisanal quality. 
It can be easily cleaned.

GREY
105

ANTHRACITE
145

WHITE
110

BLUE
175

DARK GREEN
180

SILK GREY
104

RUST BROWN
130

TRAFFIC 
YELLOW
123

LIGHT BLUE
170

SALMON 
BEIGE
112

CEMENT 
GREEN
190

TRAFFIC 

CEMENT ANTHRACITESILK GREY

RUST BROWN

WHITE

BLUELIGHT BLUE

GREY

Fabrics for sofas and cushions
Kvadrat Patio (Category B) apart from its excellent technical features, also stands out 
for its soft touch. It has a subtle structure, which combines two coloured yarns in the 
warp and one in the weft. It features a fluorocarbon-free, environmentally-focused 
finish, which is water-repellent and fast-drying.

TAUPE
717

SAND
725

ROSE
712

BRONZE
730

YELLOW
741

ORANGE
728

RED
770

DEEP BLUE
779

LIGHT BLUE
777

DEEP BLUELIGHT BLUERED

YELLOWBRONZEORANGE

SANDTAUPETAUPEROSE

WHITE
510

WHITE GREY
540

GREY
535

BLACK
550

WHITE GREY

ANTHRACITE
545

Fabrics for chairs and sunloungers
Batyline is a technical fabric developed especially for outdoor 
use.  It has exceptional tear strength, UV radiation resistance and 
dries very quickly. 
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WHITE
210

STONE IVORY
211

PEARL
212

PEARL STONE
213

FUME
214

GREY STONE
215

BLACK
216

ANTHRACITE STONE
217

OXIDO BLACK
218

GREY
335
GREY DARK GREY

336

Ceramic for table tops 
Ceramic is a 100% natural product. It does not contain any organic pigments and 
is thus resistant to UV rays, so it´s perfectly colour stable. Ceramic as a material is 
highly abrasion resistant. 

WHITE
310

HPL for table tops
High pressure laminate (HPL) is a flat thermo hardening resin-based sheet. 
It is reinforced with wood-based fibers and manufactured at high pressure 
and temperature.



Photography: Lukáš Pelech, Jole Lemmens (p. 63), Florent Joliot (p.109, 110).
Special thank you to the owners of:
Casa Luum, Casa Agostos, Mezi plůtky, Nest Interiér, private residences in Buš, Kojetín, Sulice, Horní Lhota, 
Saint Tropez and Vincent Coste Architecte.

H + H výroba a obchod spol. s r.o. 
Hviezdoslavova 2549/19
Opava 746 01
Czech Republic

info@todus.cz
www.todus.cz 



www.todus.cz




